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Early Vote for Change Rally with Barack Obama, The Oval at Colorado State University, Fort 

Collins, October 26, 2008. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

The Greatest Show on Earth in 2008- Barack Obama’s run for the White House- came to Fort 

Collins on Sunday. But despite the obvious comparisons- I mean, Obama is on the cover of the 

current Rolling Stone- this was no rock star. Rather, this was a whole different kind of superstar 

altogether. 

 

Obama is a superstar in the world of political ideas, stepping up during a critical time in United 

States history to actually try to FIGURE OUT solutions to the many mounting problems facing 

the nation. Rather than ducking the problems, he seems to be facing them head-on. 

 

Added to this, he is a warm and inspiring public speaker. His melodious voice couples with a 

confident demeanor to spell out a social logic that makes sense to large numbers of people. That 

was clear in Fort Collins where the line to hear Obama speak, surrounded by the very pretty fall 

colors of CSU’s Oval, stretched over two miles long, snaking completely across the campus and 

further. 45-50,000 people were reportedly at the event in Fort Collins and this was following a 

morning rally in Denver where the attendance was put at more than 100,000 supporters- 

Obama’s largest crowd yet. 

 

Obama’s message in Fort Collins was pretty standard fare for his campaign- covering the major 

highlights of the economy, education and health care. Yet, it was how he eased into it- 

mentioning the beauty of the campus, acknowledging the crowd- that showed skill and strength. 

He projects a friendly, disarming image, not afraid to use a little humor to move things along 

smoothly, yet also not afraid to get real serious, real quick at key moments. 

 

I’m glad I got to hear Obama speak in a live situation. During the debates with John McCain, 

Obama was all business, mostly having to defend himself. But in Fort Collins I felt like I got a 

little piece of the human being, in a relatively relaxed situation, mixing his message with just 

enough personality to feel like you were kind of having a conversation with the guy, rather than 

hearing a carefully prepared rap. 

 

Well, the situation wasn’t particularly relaxed for the tens of thousands who showed up for 

Obama’s appearance on the Oval. There were a few moments where I actually felt guilty for 

taking a place in the general press pit, close to Obama’s podium. After all, I had to walk past that 

long, long, long line in order to get to the press entrance. I know how many people I was getting 

in front of- one of which was my own wife, who was about two miles back in the line. 

 

However, once the crowd started filing in and grew quickly, I did not detect any bad vibes. Quite 

the opposite, I saw excited, even happy people, thankful they were getting a chance to taste 

history in the making. If Obama doesn’t win the election, he has won a lot of hearts and people 

were wearing them on their sleeves in Fort Collins. The cheers and chants of “Yes we can!” were 



heartening throughout his half hour speech- but the rest could not compare to the jolt of 

electricity that went through the crowd when Obama first appeared. I’ve heard those screams 

many times before when favorite musicians hit the stage. But now I’m hearing them because a 

guy is trying to talk some sense in a world that generally doesn’t. That gives me more personal 

hope than anything- that people are finding passion in politics again. 

 

In Fort Collins, Obama’s appearance hit the mark. You could just feel the positive energy in the 

air. Everywhere I looked, I saw people grinning from ear to ear at the candidate. Obama has 

certainly become a superstar. Will he become a super-President? 


